Sophocles: Dramatist and Philosopher

H. D. F. KITTO

It is customary to lay more stress on the part played by man in the plays of Sophocles than on the part played by God. Professor Kitto studies both these aspects of Sophoclean drama. He argues that they are essentially complementary, and that if one fails to appreciate the significance of Sophocles' religious teaching, one will fail to understand his literary and dramatic artistry.
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Social and Political Thought in Byzantium

FROM JUSTINIAN I TO THE LAST PALAEOLOGUS

Passages from Byzantine Writers and Documents

Translated with Introduction and Notes by SIR ERNEST BARKER

'Sir Ernest has lost none of his wit and thrust in old age; his linking commentary could have been written by a man half his age, with twenty professorial years still before him. And who else would have chosen as his epigraph the second stanza of Yeats's "Sailing to Byzantium"? A brave gesture, and characteristic of the Grand Old Man of political science.' THE OBSERVER
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MYSTERY OF MAN

By Professor M. V. C. Jeffreys

No one who has read Professor Jeffreys's other works, Beyond Neutrality and Glaucon, will want to miss this latest book which is concerned with the essential dilemma between living and thinking. The author examines the validity of Existentialism and Social Psychology in relation to Christian doctrine and has written a searching and convincing defence of his belief.

From booksellers 15/- net.

BENEDICT DE SPINOZA

The Elements of his Philosophy

H. F. HALLETT

In his new book Professor Hallett argues that traditional and current estimates and criticisms of Spinoza have largely issued from stubborn attempts to interpret his philosophy in terms of fundamental preconceptions generally favoured since his time but foreign to his thought. Professor Hallett himself seeks to provide a radical 'transvaluation' of the philosophy by reinterpreting the conceptions on which it rests, and, in so doing, to rescue Spinoza's true greatness from the supposed farrago of inconsequences and futile 'principle-riding' commonly attributed to him.
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